
Challenge your 

Mindset Before 

you Start

Space

Before you begin, let your child know what will be happening 

for the next 45 minutes or so. Please refer to our flow graphic 

for information. 

Set 

Expectations

Child-led 

Experience

Physical space and free time is important for the activity. You 

don’t need a large area but ensure that you child is 

comfortable and has room to be creative with whatever 

resources you/they choose to use. 

Build the Change is designed to be self-intuitive for a child, to 

allow them to lead themselves through the experience. A 

critical piece of quality play is giving children a sense of 

agency in the task. Of course, having a grown up nearby for 

support is awesome too! The balance comes in being able to 

recognise when your child needs to find solutions themselves 

and equally, when they might need a little pointer in the right 

direction. It’s really tough as a parent to resist stepping in when 

your child hits a challenge so, if and when that does happen, 

take a step back for a little longer than you might usually. 

Support rather than direct. Try asking questions rather than 

giving answers. Watch what happens!

How do you perceive play? As something that’s a nice to have 

after doing something  more practical and purposeful? Many 

have this mindset but in fact play is integral to the development 

of a child and the way they interact with the world. Build the 

Change encourages you to have this mindset: play is 

powerful – and our brain’s favourite way to learn

TIPS & TRICKS 

Before your child starts building their change, here are a few helpful tips to make their experience 

as fun, meaningful, and engaging as possible

Before you start…a reminder on the basics

• Age: 7-12 years old

• Time needed: 45-60 minutes

• Materials needed: Anything to create with – e.g. LEGO bricks, card, paper, pencils, 

crayons etc.

• Tech needed: For a digital experience, you will need a smart device or a computer

• Access: to make this experience as safe as possible for your child, you will need a 

LEGO username to access the tool. Super simple to sign up if you don’t have one 

already.



Imagination thrives when there are fewer boundaries to what 

is possible. Encourage your child to think big and wild! Let 

them know that fun, silly ideas are super important and 

awesome too! All ideas have the power to inspire others!

Serious 

Silliness

Ever had a short yes or no answer from your child when 

asking if they had a good day at school? You’re not alone. 

This is an example of a closed-ended question – where a 

single word answer is sufficient as a response and there is 

little to expand upon. Build the Change gives everyone 

involved the opportunity to explore knowledge and feelings 

around real-world issues. Open-ended questions – questions 

that encourage deeper, more thoughtful responses – are 

perfect for this. During the experience try it out by asking 

questions that start with a why, how or what.

Open-ended 

Questions

Imagination thrives when there are fewer boundaries to what 

is possible. Encourage your child to think big and wild! Let 

them know that fun, silly ideas are super important and 

awesome too! All ideas have the power to inspire others!

Metaphors 

Rock!

Flow is a psychological state that we reach when we play 

well. We lose all sense of time, get deeply involved in an 

activity and this helps us learn most easily. We hope that the 

experience will eventually get a child to this state, particularly 

during the main challenge build. Make sure your child knows 

what the task is, that they feel comfortable where they are 

and that they feel encouraged to explore. Flow will show up 

sooner or later with these in place.

During the experience, there are a number of creative 

exercises. These start off at a level with a low barrier and high 

ceiling, meaning it’s something everyone can access and there 

are many opportunities to extend to high levels. In fact, all 

activities in Build the Change follow this approach. All are 

challenges all children can attempt, but where they take them 

and to what depth they explore  is up to them and up to the 
support they receive from the side lines.

Go with the 

Flow

Warm-up

Check our theme fact sheets to give you some extra facts to 

throw into the mix.

Supporting 

Materials

Children, and adults, are often concerned with whether their 

idea is right or wrong. Our philosophy around the LEGO 

System of play and the creativity associated with the Build the 

Change experience is that that there is no wrong answer when 

it comes to sharing awesome ideas. Every idea has value. 

When opportunities arise, remind your children of this.

Right & Wrong



Software updates are important because they often include critical updates to improve 

device functionality or security within the operating system or browser you are using. While 

some computer software requires the user to manually approve and install updates, 

updating software on your mobile devices can be a lot easier. You can select auto-update, 

ensuring that your mobile stays current. For this reason, for the best experience we would 

recommend by default that the user ensures they are running the latest software which is 

compatible with their device.

This does not mean that we can only accommodate the latest version. We are committed 

to supporting devices and software which have been developed within the last 5 years. 

Outside of this, the experience may vary depending on the capabilities of the outdated 

device or software.

For best experience on desktop use:

*Please note: We do not support outdated browsers where the manufacturer has 

discontinued its support, such as Internet Explorer.

For best experience on mobile / tablet use:

*We use stats based on aggregate data collected by Statcounter to measure the popularity 

of different browsers. Their stats are sampled from more than 10 billion pageviews per 

month collected from across the Statcounter network of more than 2 million websites. Stats 

are updated and made available every day, however are subject to quality assurance 

testing and revision for 45 days from publication.

TECH TIPS

Browser* Version

Chrome 85

Safari 13.1

Edge 85

Firefox 80

Browser iOS or Android

Chrome Android 6 and above

Safari iOS 10 and above

https://gs.statcounter.com/browser-market-share

